Making an impact
in the classroom
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How SIMS helps...
SIMS offers much more than a world-class management information system - we help
schools inspire. We’ve worked alongside schools for over 30 years, helping them to drive
improvement and support every child to achieve.
We understand teachers have huge workloads to manage. SIMS aims to lighten your
workload by helping to reduce your administrative burden. SIMS does much more too –
we give the whole school the tools to raise attainment; from tracking progress across the
new national curriculum and measuring the success of your school’s Pupil Premium spend,
to helping you provide comprehensive evidence for inspections.
This guide outlines how our complete range of services, software and expertise can help
you and other teachers in your school achieve their goals.

The insight you need into every student
Improving outcomes and ensuring every
child achieves their potential will always be
among your top priorities. With SIMS, you
can be sure that every student’s progress is
tracked, helping to inform lesson planning
so that all students’ needs are met.
SIMS helps you to track students’
attendance, behaviour and progress
against other groups to ensure you’re
closing the gap.

Track student
progress,
whichever
method you
choose
We understand that assessment should
start with the child, support teaching and
learning and be driven by your school’s own
assessment policy. SIMS Assessment offers
the flexibility for you to assess in a way that
supports your school.
Teachers can see an individual’s progress
towards end of year or school expectations
live as they enter their assessments.
Quick access to this information means
timely interventions can be introduced to
support pupil progress. You can filter key
pupil groups to review their attainment

and progress towards expectations to
help highlight gaps or identify where
interventions may be needed.
Early Years resources allow teachers to
record and monitor the progress of pupils
from nursery through reception across all 17
areas of learning. The Programmes of Study
screen gives Key Stage 1, 2 and 3 teachers
access to the entire national curriculum to
track progress against.
For Key Stage 4, schools can create
their own marksheets, tracking grids
and calculations to assess using the new
GCSEs and the 1-9 grade system. Teach the
curriculum however you choose and let
SIMS provide the analysis based on what
you’re focusing on to support assessment
best practice.
Staff can access the whole of SIMS
Assessment wherever there is an internet
connection through Hosted SIMS.
Alternatively, marksheets and Programmes
of Study are included in the SIMS Teacher
app, providing a streamlined view for
efficient data entry and supporting
in-class teacher practices, allowing you
to record achievement as it is observed.
The on-screen analysis also provides instant

feedback towards achievement, raising
awareness and promoting accountability.

The tools to make the right
interventions
Having the right data to hand can make
a significant impact in the classroom for
teachers. Our new module within SIMS
Core Suite allows you to track all of the
extra resources that you put in place to
support progress monitoring and improve
student outcomes.
SIMS Interventions allows you to see all
of your interventions data in one place,
covering a wide range of areas, such as SEN,
pupil premium, academic interventions
and pastoral support. Being part of SIMS
Core, you will have all the power of SIMS
at your fingertips, giving schools a wealth
of contextual data, as well as analytical
power, to understand exactly how your
interventions are helping your students.
The information is also pulled through
to SIMS Discover, allowing you to analyse
the data in clear graphical format.

“Our vision is for all students to achieve excellence. The SIMS system fits in
with our growth mindset ethos whereby, through our programme of study
trackers, students are fully aware of what they need to do to make progress.”
Jemma Morgan, Subject Leader for Geography, Horndean Technology College
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Effective classroom
management
With the number of tasks that teachers
have to juggle during a school day, they
need the tools that give them the maximum
possible time to focus on teaching. Putting
SIMS in the classroom provides teachers
with electronic registration, traffic lights
on tracking grids, report templates and
a teacher view on every pupil. All of this
aids efficient classroom management and
allows teachers to focus on what they do
best - teach.

Registration made simple

Behaviour management

The SIMS Teacher app makes it effortless
for teachers to record attendance data for
every pupil. Quickly record present, absent,
and late marks or school defined codes
with a few simple taps, so that you can get
back to your lesson. If you need to mark a
pupil late, the app automatically indicates
the current number of minutes past the
class start time. The SIMS Teacher app now
also includes the Programmes of Study,
providing a streamlined view for efficient
data entry and allowing teachers to record
achievement as it is observed.

Poor attendance and negative behaviour
can disrupt the culture of even the best
schools, while rewarding good behaviour
makes a significant contribution to
helping you raise standards. With the right
information to hand, you can identify
problems early and put measures in place
for swift improvement. SIMS allows you
to keep track of attendance and behaviour
and to communicate key issues to staff
and parents easily. With the SIMS Teacher
app, you can enter behaviour information
from wherever you are. By recording
behaviour incidents electronically, the SIMS
communication tools automatically alert
other teachers linked to a child when a
behaviour incident is logged in SIMS.

“Our teachers love the flexibility of the SIMS Teacher
app. They can easily access SIMS in the classroom,
the staffroom or even at home, and the data goes
straight on to the system.”
Christine Terrey, Headteacher, Harbour Primary & Infant School

How SIMS helps...
NEW

SIMS Interventions - see all of your interventions
data in one place, including SEN, pupil premium, academic
interventions and pastoral support
SIMS Assessment - record and report on student progress
and highlight against targets through colour coding, so you
can see who’s on target
SIMS Teacher app - quickly and easily access assessment
marksheets and then enter grades, comments and marks.
Now includes the Programmes of Study
SIMS Homepage - give teachers and school leaders an
instant snapshot of current progress and conduct of all
students
SIMS TeacherView - view a detailed summary screen for
each student
SIMS Lesson Monitor - easily keep track of students’
attendance and behaviour
SIMS Discover - analyse your SIMS data and present it in
a variety of ways

Helping you go the extra mile...
Helping you to drive school improvement
Our School Improvement Programme aims to help every school on its journey to
outstanding. Our specialist consultants have all worked as senior leaders and have a
proven track-record in helping schools provide evidence of improvement to parents,
governors and school inspectors.
Visit www.ess-sims.co.uk/sip to find out more.

Leave the technical work to us
IT issues can sometimes cause headaches for school staff. That’s why we offer technical
support for all your software and hardware. We also offer a range of hardware at
extremely competitive rates, including Android and Windows tablets, laptops and iPads.

Become SIMS experts
For SIMS to make a real difference to your school, you need to understand everything
it can do for you. We want you to become SIMS experts, so why not consider one of our
training courses to help you make the most of SIMS? No one knows our software as well
as we do. We can train your staff on any of our 120 courses in 20 locations across the
country. Or let us bring the training to you - all courses can be delivered at your school
or tailored for your specific needs.
Visit www.ess-sims.co.uk/sims-training to find out more.

Ways to keep in touch
Twitter
@ESS_SIMS

Call us
0800 170 1727
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